Saving emergency contacts to your smartphone

On iPhones: make sure your contacts are set to iCloud.

- Go to Settings and select Contacts

- Go into Default Account
- Select iCloud as your default account, NOT Exchange
- Saving contacts to Exchange does not actually save them to your phone
Downloading the emergency cards

1. Start a text to phone number **444-999**
2. For the message, type **TTUAbroad**
   • No spaces – don’t let autocorrect interfere
3. Tap the link that is texted to you
4. Fill out required info in your internet browser – including what country you’re studying abroad in

7. On iPhones, make sure you hit **Save** to store the two contacts
8. The contacts should now be searchable on both types of phones

Now, all contacts from the two cards are searchable and easy to dial.

Find the contacts now by searching on your phone “TTU Study Abroad” or “Insurance”